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Abstrat
We present a key-exhange protool that omprises two parties with haoti dynamis that are
mutually oupled and undergo a synhronization proess, at the end of whih they an use their
idential dynamial state as an enryption key. The transferred oupling-signals are based non-
linearly on time-delayed states of the parties, and therefore they oneal the parties' urrent state
and an be transferred over a publi hannel. Synhronization time is linear in the number of
synhronized digits α, while the probability for an attaker to synhronize with the parties drops
exponentially with α. To ahieve seurity with nite α we use a network.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Vx, 05.45.Gg, 05.45.Xt
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The idea of using haos for seure ommuniation systems has been the fous of many
researh projets in the last few years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄. Although haoti systems are linearly
unstable and unpreditable, they an synhronize [6℄, whih makes them promising andi-
dates for onstruting ryptographi systems. However, in haoti ryptographi systems
until now, the partners had to agree on some seret parameter, whih somehow had to be
transferred privately. After this private agreement, the two haoti systems synhronize by
exhanging signals over a publi hannel, whih then an be used to oneal the message.
However, modern ryptographi protools onstrut seret keys over a publi hannel. Here
we investigate whether suh a key exhange is possible using haoti synhronization.
We present a haoti system that onstruts a seret key using a publi hannel, i.e., a
ryptographi key-exhange protool base on haoti synhronization. In our approah, eah
party uses a haoti system. Both of the systems are oupled by exhanging publi signals
in order to synhronize. Soon after synhronization one of the haoti variables is used as an
enryption key. Although an eavesdropper, listening to the ommuniation hannel, knows
all the details of the systems inluding the values of the parameters as well as the signals
transmitted, he does not manage to onstrut the seret key.
The rst method in onstruting a seret key over a publi hannel was developed in
1976 by Die and Hellmann. This method is based on number theory, its omplexity
is polynomial with the size of the key, and is the basis of almost all modern enryption
protools. In view of appliations in ommuniation by eletroni iruits or lasers [5℄, it
would be useful to nd ryptographi systems based on ontinuous signals, and with linear
omplexity. Our method uses haoti ordinary dierential equations whih are oupled by a
few of their internal variables. For a ryptographi appliation we have to add two additional
ingredients to the haoti system: nonlinearity and time delay of the transmitted signals.
The oupling leads to synhronization of the two ODEs, and the partners use one of the
variable at some predened time t as the seret enryption key. Any eavesdropper is at a
disadvantage in that he an only listen but annot inuene the synhronization proess of
the two partners. Therefore an attaker annot nd the seret key by unidiretional oupling
[7℄. The dierene between bidiretional oupling of the partners and unidiretional oupling
of an attaker is the essene of our ryptosystem.
Beause the oupling signals are transferred publily, they must be sophistiated enough
to hide the state of the systems. We used oupling signals that are based non-linearly on
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Figure 1: The onditional Lyapunov exponent versus K, for parties (squares), and the attaker
(triangles). Inset: The probability of synhronization vs. K. For both graphs τ1 = 0.1, τ2 = 0.05
and A = 0.3.
time-delayed values of the systems, and therefore oneal the system's urrent state, while
still enabling synhronization. Time-delayed oupling has been reently studied [8, 9℄ and
is also observed in systems suh as oupled lasers and spiking neurons.
Let us now desribe the system in more detail. Consider two Lorenz systems, A and B,
oupled by their x-value:
dxA
dt
= 10(yA − xA) +K[fB(t)− fA(t)] (1)
dxB
dt
= 10(yB − xB) +K[fA(t)− fB(t)]
dyA
dt
= 28xA − yA − xAzA
dyB
dt
= 28xB − yB − xBzB
dzA
dt
= xAyA −
8
3
zA
dzB
dt
= xByB −
8
3
zB
where K is the oupling strength between the two systems, f(t) is a non-linear funtion
based on x at previous time steps: f(t) = f(x(t− τ1), x(t− τ2)...).
Eah party initializes its variables with seret random values. Use of x(t − τ) as the
oupling signal is not seure, therefore we suggest using a nonlinear funtion of the variable
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Figure 2: A semi-log plot of the attaker's suess probability versus α, for parties synhronizing
14 digits (triangles), and 30 digits (squares). The parties use K = 8 and the attaker uses K = 14.
Inset: The parties' synhronization time vs. number of synhronized digits, with K = 8. For both
graphs τ1 = 0.1, τ2 = 0.05 and A = 0.3.
x at previous time steps, f(t) as desribed above. Whih nonlinear funtion f should be
used? On one hand, f(t) should enable synhronization. If we hoose a signal that is too
far from the x value, e.g. x(t− τ) for a large time delay τ , the systems will not synhronize.
On the other hand, if we hoose a funtion f whih is linear in x(t − τ) , it will be easy to
reveal the state of the system. Therefore we add a small perturbation to the main signal,
onstruted from two delayed values x(t1) and x(t2), where t1 = t− τ1 and t2 = t− τ2 :
f(t) = x(t1) + sgn(x(t1))A(x(t1)− x(t2))
2
(2)
where sgn(x(t1)) ensures an average mean for the perturbation around x(t1).
Our numerial simulations show that synhronization is possible up to the ritial value
Ac ∼ 0.36, for τ1 = 0.1 and τ2 = 0.05. When approahing this value there is a probability
lose to 1 that the systems' variables diverge.
We nd that with a time delayed-signal, there is a nonzero probability for synhronization
only in a limited range Kmin < K < Kmax. For the parameters of Fig. 1, for instane,
Kmin ∼ 4 and Kmax ∼ 11.5. Small values of the oupling strength K are too weak to
ahieve synhronization. On the other hand, large values of K lead to a nonzero probability
that the variables of the Lorenz systems (x, y, z) diverge. Above Kmax all initial states
4
diverge. Similarly, the time delay must not be too large to ahieve synhronization. We
nd a maximal value of τi < τmax ∼ 0.12. Synhronization is therefore possible only in a
limited range of model parameters. It turns out that this is essential for the ryptographi
appliation.
In the following we onsider an attaker E who knows all the details of the model and
listens to any ommuniation between the parties A and B. The rst attak strategy we
disuss is an attaker who uses the same Lorenz system as the two parties, follows their
steps throughout the proess, and also uses the same signal fA(t) in order to synhronize.
dxE
dt
= 10(yE − xE) +K[fA(t)− fE(t)] (3)
We name this attak the "regular following attak" (RFA). The RFA may use a larger
oupling strength K to inrease his traing steps [6℄.
Therefore, we have to investigate the behavior of the bidiretionally oupled A/B system
and the unidiretionally oupled A/E system as the funtion of the oupling strength K.
A quantitative measure of synhronization is given by the onditional Lyapunov exponents
(CLE). Synhronization is possible only if all the CLE of the systems are negative [1℄. Fig.
1 shows the largest CLE of the parties (squares), and the RFA attaker (triangles).
The standard tehnique for measuring the CLE is not appliable in our ase, sine one
has to approximate the time delayed values, for the parties and the attaker. To overome
this diulty we use the following "self-onsistent" proedure, whih is a variation on the
standard method. The parties start from a point on the attrator, with a small distane
d0 = 10
−8
between them. We assume a CLE and then generate the appropriate time delayed
values. Given the time delayed values and the urrent state of the parties, the CLE an
now be alulated. The orret CLE is the one for whih the measured CLE mathed the
assumed CLE used for generating the time delayed values. A similar proedure is used for
estimating the CLE of the attaker.
Fig. 1 indiates that the CLE of the parties is negative for 5 ≤ K ≤ 11, while the CLE of
the attaker is positive in this regime. Note that for K > 11.5, the x values (and also y and
z) of the parties and the attaker diverge. In pratie we notied that the the most suessful
attaker is the one using K = 14, while the attaker bounds his x-values to |x| < 22 so as
not to diverge.
Fig. 2 displays a semi-log plot of the RFA attaker's suess probability vs.α, the number
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of digits he manages to synhronize, when the parties are synhronized by 14 digits (triangles)
and 30 digits (squares). His suess probability drops exponentially with α, whereas the
synhronization time of the parties grows linearly with α, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
Therefore the parties an still use most of their digits for the enryption key.
These results show that haoti ODEs an be used to generate a seret key over a publi
hannel. There is an interplay between either the positive CLE or the lak of an attrator
(the divergene of the parameters of the attaker) and the seurity of our ryptosystem.
We have seen that the attaker annot synhronize with the two parties. However, he
may try to analyse the exhanged signals fA(t) in order to alulate the variable xA(t). The
following attak, named the embedded signal attak (ESA), tries to analyse the transmitted
signal by embedding the signal in a spae, dened by signals transmitted in dierent time
steps [6℄.
A spae F = {f(t), f(t′), f(t”)...} is dened, whih uses a sequene of f values from
dierent time steps t, t′, et. The attaker tries to map the F-spae to orresponding x-
values of the system. If for a small window in F-spae there is a small orresponding range
of x-values, then this mapping is possible. Yet if the distribution of x-values orresponding
to a small window in F-spae is wide, then x is not uniquely dened and mapping is not
possible.
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of x values for a window of size 0.02 in F-spae, F{f(t), f(t−
0.3), f(t− 0.9)}. The distribution of x-values is peaked, therefore the ESA is suessful for
a nite α. However, for innite α one has to derease the window's size aordingly. The
probability of nding a point in the dynamis belonging to suh a tiny window dereases
exponentially with α, and therefore this attak redues to a brute fore attak. Hene, the
presented ryptosystem is also robust against the ESA attak.
In order to inrease the key spae and to derease the preision of the alulation we
investigated an extension of the system to a network of N Lorenz equations. Now eah
party has a ring of Lorenz systems whih are oupled as shown in Fig. 3. We tried other
topologies as well, but it turned out that the yli network yields the highest seurity. The
network generates a key of size αN and the seurity is a funtion of network size N .
The two yli networks A and B are oupled: eah node is oupled to a parallel node in
the other network and to its preeding neighbor by its x value. The two networks exhange
N signals, f(xi) i = 1...N , at every time step, and use the following dynamis:
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dxiA
dt
= 10(yA − xA) +K[f
i
B(t)− f
i
A(t)] (4)
+W [gi+1A (t)− g
i
A(t)]
and similarly for system B, where f i(t) is given by Eq. 2 for node i in the network. K is
the strength of the oupling between systems A and B and W is the strength of the inner
oupling ("weights"). For simpliity we use g(x) = f(x) (see Eq. 2) with A = 0.1.
Our simulations show that the two systems reah a state of synhronization in whih,
although the values of the two networks are idential, there are no lusters among the nodes
of eah network and they are de-synhronized (if the inner oupling strength W is not too
strong). Note that although the systems now exhange N signals, the signal's size is small
beause we use a small α.
If the parties synhronize a nite number of digits, another modiation must be made
in the model to inrease seurity. The attaker's probability of divergene grows with A,
therefore we an enhane the seurity even further by using a dynamic amplitude A in Eq.
2, in the following way:
A(t) =
1
B|fA(t)− fB(t)|ρ + C
(5)
where B and C an be onstants, or stohasti numbers following a known protool. At rst
A is relatively low, so that the parties will start oming loser. Gradually they get loser and
A grows so that synhronization beomes more diult. Beause the attaker's probability
to diverge is higher, using a dynami pre-fator A aets him muh more than it does the
parties; even if he bounds his values (x, y, z) so as not to diverge, his suess probability is
greatly redued.
The RFA attaker tries to synhronize with the parties. When is he onsidered suessful?
When he synhronizes all the nodes ompletely? Synhronizing only part of them is probably
enough. We set a very soft riterion and onsidered a suessful attaker one who manages to
synhronize at least one node by only 4 digits, while the parties synhronize all the nodes by
7 digits. Albeit the soft riterion, we observed that the probability for an attaker to sueed
deays exponentially with N, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. The parties' synhronization time
on the other hand, sales with N , as displayed in the inset of Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: The ESA attak on one node, N=1. The graph shows the distribution of x values for a
window in F-spae, F{f(t), f(t − 0.3), f(t − 0.9)}, with window edge of 0.02. For dynami A as
dened in Eq. 5 (dashed line) and stati A = 0.01 (blak line). Inset: Shemati gure of the two
oupled yli networks. Eah node represents a Lorenz system and is oupled to the preeding
node, and to a parallel node in the other network.
Using a network inreases the seurity against RFA. Every Lorenz system in the attaker's
network has a probability to diverge. When using a network, if there is a node that diverges,
it also aets its neighbors and they too start to diverge. It is like damage-spreading. The
attaker nds it diult to prevent this from ourrane beause if he uts out even one
diverging node, he is left with an open hain.
The ESA attaker is relevant only to the ase of nite α. We nd that using a dynami
A as dened in Eq. 5 inreases the seurity against ESA even for N = 1. Fig. 3 shows the
distribution of x values for a window in F-spae, F{f(t), f(t−0.3), f(t−0.9)}. When using
a stati A, the distribution of x-values is peaked, therefore the ESA is suessful for a nite
α. However when using a dynami stohasti A, the distribution of x-values orresponding
to a small window in F-spae is wide. Beause A is dynami and stohasti, there exist
many lose trajetories of f that lead to dierent x-values.
Note that another type of attak suggested for ryptographi systems based on synhro-
nization of neural networks [10℄ is irrelevant to this system. The 'Majority Attak' is based
on an ensemble of ooperating attakers [11℄. Cooperating attakers are ineetive here
beause of the linear instability of the dynamis.
To onlude, the ability of two haoti systems to synhronize when oupled by a time-
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Figure 4: Semi-log plot of the probability of the RFA attaker to synhronize one node, versus N.
Inset: The parties' synhronization time versus N. For both graphs the parties use K=8 and W=2
and the attaker uses K=14 and W=2, ρ = 1.5, B = 200 and C is randomly hosen in the range
[3, 4].
delayed signal is used to reate a ryptographi system. The signals do not reveal the state
of the system, yet still enable synhronization. One oupled Lorenz pair is seure when
ontrolling α. A seure ryptographi system is onstruted by weakly oupling N Lorenz
systems, enabling the use of less preision in the alulations. Several fators ontribute
to the seurity of this system: the linear instability of the dynamis, the fat that the two
parties are mutually oupled while the attaker is one-way oupled, and the struture of the
network whih allows individual defets to aet the entire system.
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